LOGISTICS NOTE

V20 at COP 28

Ghana | CVF Pavilion, Zone B6, Building 73, Blue Zone, Expo City

GENERAL MAP
RECOMMENDED ACCESS ROUTE

- From the Main Entrance, go straight to Zone B4.

- Once in front of the tent/stadium, go to the **LEFT** towards the **Al-Fanar Restaurant and Cafe.**
● Next to Al-Fanar, go through ZONE B5, Building 52 (and see Canada Pavilion).

● Walk through the garden alley and follow the brown tree-like structures until the END.
● Continue following the brown tree-like structures and cross the street to ZONE B6.

● Go to ZONE B6 and continue straight following the brown tree-like structures until the WHITE WALL.
• Turn **RIGHT** once you are in front of the white wall and walk straight until the end of the alley.

• You will see **Building 73, Ghana | CVF Pavilion** at the corner of the alley.